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Perfect Conditional epsilon-Equilibria of Multi-Stage
Games with Infinite Sets of Signals and Actions

How to Count Citations If You Must

We extend Kreps and Wilson’s concept of sequential
equilibrium to games where the sets of actions that players can
choose from and the sets of signals that players may observe
are infinite. This covers a broad set of dynamic strategic
interactions such as bargaining, signaling games, and repeated
games. As the games are infinite, there are serious difficulties
with testing rational behavior at unreached signals. To address
the difficulties, we propose the notion of perfect conditional
equilibrium distributions and establish their existence.

Citation indices are regularly used to inform
critical decisions about promotion, tenure, and the
allocation of billions of research dollars. Nevertheless,
most indices (e.g., the h-index) are motivated
by intuition and rules of thumb, resulting in undesirable
conclusions. In contrast, five natural properties lead us
to a unique new index, the Euclidean index, that avoids
several shortcomings of the h-index and its successors.
The Euclidean index is simply the Euclidean length of an
individual’s citation list. Two empirical tests suggest that
the Euclidean index outperforms the h-index in practice.

“Game theory studies decision-making among multiple
entities—such as people or governments—in a strategic
setting. How far ahead one thinks and their ability to predict
how the other will react will affect how well they do.”
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